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Abstract: 

India is the nation of towns and having great extension to rune back – based enterprises because of the 

extraordinary endeavors the region under grapes and raisins development and aggregate creation has 

extensively expanded in the country territory at show in Maharashtra 80%grapes and 15% for raisin and 5% is 

for wine generation India even through the grapes are more used to the sustenance handling when contrasted 

with different organic products the engendering is much low when contrasted with different grapes delivering 

nations in different nations of the world very nearly 80% utilized for wine generation and reaming 20% utilized 

for table grapes in the greater part of the nations diverse nourishment items, for example, raisin wine, juice, 

squash ,stick, jam, pickles ,chocolate tartaric corrosive oil and so on are made by utilizing grapes in 

Maharashtra just raisin and wine are fabricated to a great extent when contrasted with other sustenance item 

the crapes generation utilized for wine producing considerably more than the creation of table grapes In the 

best grape maker nations of the world in study saw that wine as well as in the 16 such sustenance items could be 

made by preparing grapes It has been watched that request of wine is more than the generation and to take care 

of the additional demand wine is transported in from remote nations in Maharashtra is creating 10 laksmt .huge 

amounts of grapes out of 12 laksmt. tons in India 67 year at exhibit 5000 sections of land of land is under 

development of grapes. 

Key words: Urban cash to provincial region, nourishment items, grapes and raisin. 

1.0 Introduction: 

An inventory network is a succession of target-arranged mixes of generation factors that 

make an attractive item from its origination to the last utilization. Raisin is the cultivation 

deliver with a customary advertising channel. In the customary store network where the 

create of a few agriculturists is collected, there is no premium for quality deliver. 

Subsequently, the agriculturist isn't spurred to concentrate on quality issues. As of late, with 

high private division interest in preparing, fares and retailing of plant deliver, there is 

expanding accentuation on creating supply chains for quality create. Quality particulars are 

essential to meet the necessities for handling and fare advertises. Therefore, there is a need to 

guarantee consistence with quality by the rancher. Most items change hands ordinarily before 

they achieve the last buyer. Info providers, makers, processors, wholesalers and retailers 

being the real partners in the raisin inventory network, deliver, change, store and exchange or 

market the item, adding to it's supply at each progression simultaneously. The 'Store network' 

alludes to this scope of exercises that brings an item or an administration from its origination 

to it's end use in a specific industry. Creation of any item finishes just when it achieves a 

definitive customer. The advertising procedure along these lines has been viewed as an 

integral part of the generation movement. A definitive accomplishment in advertising of any 

item generally relies on the straightforwardness and proficiency with which it is promoted 

Marketing is a human movement coordinated at fulfilling needs and needs through the trade 

procedure Marketing can likewise be characterized as the execution of business exercises that 
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immediate the stream of merchandise and enterprises from the maker to the customer at the 

time, put and in the shape he wishes and at a value he will pay Market is assuming an 

essential part in the life of individuals with the progression of the general public. Today they 

have moved toward becoming measuring sticks to quantify improvement of the world 

economy Advanced nations have an edge over creating and immature nations, as far as size 

and number of the business sectors. For instance, Japan, U.S.A. what's more, West European 

nations have bigger thickness of market and malls as opposed to creating nations like India in 

South East Asia,a portion of the nations of South America and the greater part of the nations 

of Africa The created zones, even in India have better accessibility of business sectors where 

one can without much of a stretch locate the created advertise focuses, with a bigger volume 

of exchanges as in Punjab, Haryana, Delhi, Karnataka, Western Maharashtra Since, the 

Farmers can't get a higher gainful return of their deliver; it has turned out to be important that 

a legitimate game plan of showcasing system of their create is made, keeping in mind the end 

goal to empower the agriculturists to enhance their condition Marketing movement in truth 

starts with the adaption of fitting innovation at the homestead level and closures at the last 

utilization level. The financial position of a rancher can't be enhanced by high creation 

however by a reasonable cost for his ware. In such manner has contended that a successful 

and effective showcasing framework in one which offices the creation of those items which, 

when sold to customer, will yield greatest returns after the conclusion of advertising charges 

and homestead generation cost brought about by a rancher. 

ROLE OF MARKETING IN AGRICULTURE: 

The agrarian segment has been a standout amongst the most vital parts of the economy. The 

expanding pattern of horticultural generation has acquired new difficulties terms of 

discovering market for the excess. There is additionally a need to react to the difficulties and 

openings,that the worldwide markets offer in the changed exchange. Horticulture and rural 

promoting should be reoriented to react to the market needs and buyer inclinations. These 

exercises that interface nourishment and agribusiness are the rancher, delegates, the 

sustenance processors, and the shopper has clear ramifications for rural creation and the 

promoting frameworks that immediate that generation and disperse the yield to the purposes 

of its utilization. Promoting frameworks are dynamic; they are focused and include persistent 

change and change. Organizations that have bring down expenses, are more proficient, and 

can convey quality items, are those that succeed. Those that have high costs, neglect to adjust 

to changes in advertise request and give poorer quality is frequently constrained bankrupt. 

Showcasing must be client arranged and needs to give the Farmer, transporter, dealer, 

processor, and so forth with a benefit. This requires those engaged with promoting chains to 

comprehend purchaser necessities, both as far as item and business conditions. 

 

Changes in Consumer Behavior and Preference: 

Purchaser inclinations are influenced by different elements like mindfulness, media, financial 

status, simple accessibility in advertise, substitute, medical problems and so on. Government 

strategies are more centered on consciousness of shoppers and sustenance security. There is 

confusion in the brain of dominant part of shoppers that grapes get extensive number of 
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splash and leftover segment of these showers are bundled with the berries. Step by step, 

purchasers are ending up more mindful about the nature of deliver handled item, sustenance 

review bundling, nourishment security and traceability, accessibility of substitutes in the 

market and so on. Buyer mindfulness through media assumes indispensable part in choice. In 

coming years, accessibility and market competiveness in light of value and broadening of 

significant worth included items will administer shoppers' decision. The interest for utilitarian 

sustenance’s in light of customized dietary necessity will drive research and grape area to 

concentrate on esteem included items including prepared nourishment and requirement for 

assortments with high convergence of nutraceuticals. The accessibility of such items thus will 

influence inclination of more customers. 

Issues of Quarantine: 

Market strategies, customer request, nature of create and so forth are main considerations 

influencing import and fare of the organic products. Transportation of products of the soil 

material from one place to different dependably give possibility of presentation of new bug 

bothers, ailments, weeds and so forth which were not accessible specifically locale. Because 

of progress in exchange approaches and open market, section of new bug bothers, illnesses, 

weeds and so on with new grape may wind up noticeably visit, which will posture risk to 

grape development in the nation and furthermore occupy examine center to 

administration/control of new irritations and maladies. 

Grape: 

Grapes send out from India is 53,910 tons esteemed at 48,505 (1000US$) that makes an offer 

of 1.54% of aggregate fare of grapes in world. India's grape import is less. It is around 1500 

tons esteemed at 1761 (1000US$) that make 0.05% of aggregate amount of grapes imported 

on the planet. On the planet India positions 74th in import of Grapes. 

Late Advances in Grapes Major Points about Grape Cultivation  

 Grape, in the wake of planting, gives trim in two year s time and if goes on stock 

development takes up to 3 years.  

 Grape is a guaranteed trim which harvests edit till 10 years and ends up being sparing.  

 When you compute the cost of development and returns, the money saving advantage 

proportion or the profits are great and guaranteed.  

 Alert mind, learning, work in time and right choice will prompt advance gave the 

agriculturist will help in great development of grape.  

 In grape development and round-the-precision should be there and the works can be 

used all the year round.  

 Available land, water, working eagerness together aides in achieving thriving to the 

grape agriculturists.  

 Grape development is a blend of craftsmanship and science, generally the ranchers 

will confront issue on the off chance that they demonstrate carelessness in any phase 

of yield development. 

Raisin: 

Fare of raisins from India is 140 tons esteemed at 178.27 (1000 $) that make an offer of 

0.02% of aggregate volume of fare of raisins in world. In world India positions 39th in fare of 

raisins. Import of raisins in India is 7770 tons esteemed at 11732 (000 $) that make an offer 
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of 1.04% of aggregate import of raisins on the planet. Sangli is the real quality raisin making 

zone in Maharashtra (India). Since 1975 the raisin making was begun in Sangli District (Gade 

and Gaikwad, 2014). In Sangli District from 1989 onwards grape development and 

generation has expanded. Because of these conditions agriculturists are confronting the issues 

of grape advertising and are getting low costs for their quality grapes. In such circumstance 

the most extreme advantages from grape development can be determined by building up the 

preparing enterprises for generation of significant worth included items like great quality 

wine, raisin and juice which has showcase potential for local and also universal market. In the 

examination district, raisin is an essential item from grapes as agriculturists show signs of 

improvement value, they are making on an expansive scale. Most recent two decades 

business raisin creation inMaharashtra. They are not acknowledged in global market, because 

of their low quality. 

 

literature review: 

[1] Pawar and Lokhande, (2004) Since, the Farmers can't get a higher profitable return of 

their create; it has turned out to be important that a legitimate plan of advertising system of 

their deliver is made, keeping in mind the end goal to empower the agriculturists to enhance 

their condition Marketing movement in truth starts with the adaption of proper innovation at 

the ranch level and closures at the last utilization level. The monetary position of a rancher 

can't be enhanced by high generation yet by a reasonable cost for his ware. has contended that 

a successful and effective promoting framework in one which offices the creation of those 

items which, when sold to customer, will yield most extreme returns after the reasoning of 

advertising charges and ranch generation cost brought about by an agriculturist. Advertising 

of agro-items has now turned into an exceptionally convoluted process outside the ability to 

grasp of the maker 278 promoting is the last stage where an agriculturist changes over every 

one of his endeavors and interests in to money The best organizations started serious research 

into varietals, developing and creation systems.  

[2] P K Joshi, and RakaSaxena(2005) Since freedom and resulting financial plans (five year 

designs), have impressively changed the occupation structure in India. However, agribusiness 

stays imperative in the financial improvement and neediness mitigation in India even in the 

time of monetary advancement and globalization. Age of productive business and pay for the 

provincial poor, reinforcing of family unit nourishment and nutritious security and 

maintainable utilization of normal assets should keep on being the fundamental goals of 

horticultural advancement in the nation. Be that as it may, as the editorial manager writes in 

his foreword, there might be a crisp speculation in the advancement of organizations and 

approach towards farming and unified organizations. Market powers expecting more 

noteworthy impact on farming creation, private area and open segment need to accomplice in 

the improvement procedure. Learning and its administration will be basic other than arrive 

and different assets.  

[3] PATTI, (2009). This paper stresses how quality wines can help to valorize and advance 

the Italian regions all through the formation of visitor topical agendas, for example, Wine and 

Food Routes (WFRs). All things considered, they speak to a type of option tourism and are a 

capable instrument for building up a territory– production– tourism design. It is obvious that 
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WFRs shape an indispensable piece of the Italian wine tourism industry; as featured, they are 

the roadways profoundly fascination in wine tourism, the wines and the winery. The WFRs 

other than abusing the schedules described by grape wine generation, move themselves in the 

advancement of provincial customs and commonplace horticulture and gastronomy of the 

different Italian regions. It is trusted that future wine tourism research will coordinate both 

the creation introduction of the wine business and the administration introduction of the 

tourism business keeping in mind the end goal to build up our comprehension of the potential 

and entanglements of wine tourism in totality. Wine tourism isn't another wonder, however 

look into the many components that spur wine visitors and in fact, wineries and wine locales 

is yet to be completely created 

[4] Bhakay,2010. Wine tourism in Maharashtra: issues and arrangements AditiRaut and Jaya 

shree India, as another world wine nation, can't imitate the wine tourism display created by 

old world nations, in spite of having a culture and conventions extending back for a long 

time. The model of the new world was made to produce new clients and it better adjusted to 

wine tourism since it was created in parallel with the production of new markets. The wine 

tourism in Maharashtra, particularly the Nasik district, is still at a beginning stage and needs 

an appropriate tourism advancement design. Cognizant community oriented endeavors are 

required from the wine and tourism ventures to meet up and shape a wine tourism 

advancement board. Such board or body should claim the general wine tourism guide and 

will stay resolved to back and bolster its usage.  

[5] Sukhpal Singh May (2013)Direct advertising is a creative idea, which includes promoting 

of deliver i.e. raisins by the rancher straightforwardly to the shoppers/processors with no 

agents. This channel keeps away from the commission specialist. Guide showcasing urges 

agriculturists to attempt reviewing of ranch deliver at the homestead entryway and blocks the 

need to pull create to controlled markets available to be purchased. Coordinate showcasing 

empowers makers and processors and other mass purchasers to conserve on transportation 

cost and enhance value acknowledgment. It additionally gives impetus to vast scale 

showcasing organizations i.e. processors and exporters to buy straightforwardly from creating 

territories. It expands benefit of the maker, it limits showcasing expense, and it supports 

appropriation productivity. It elevates work to the maker. Coordinate promoting upgrades the 

buyer fulfillment since the rancher acquires the deliver a way worthy to customer. 

 

3.0RESEARCH METHODOLOGY: 

Grape and raisins export from Maharashtra: 

The grape send out from Maharashtra in the ebb and flow grape season is required to achieve 

the objective of 55,000 metric tons accomplished a year ago, including 48,465 metric tons 

which were sent out. An authority from the horticulture division educated, "The state has sent 

out 35,627.43 metric huge amounts of the deliver till March 25, against 25,107.57 metric tons 

amid the relating time frame a year ago. Out of the aggregate, 32,000 metric tons have been 

traded from the area, against 23,000 metric tons amid the relating time frame last year."Of the 

aggregate of 35,627.43 metric tons sent out, 18,720.51 metric tons have been traded to the 

Netherlands, 1,741.80 metric tons to the United Kingdom, 3,223.82 metric tons to Germany, 

1,657.10 metric tons to Belgium, 984.72 metric tons to Sweden, 839.68 metric tons to 
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Denmark, 831.75 metric tons to Norway, 468 metric tons to Lithuania, 365.46 metric tons to 

Finland, 279.43 metric tons to Ireland, 251.55 metric tons to Italy, 113.32 metric tons to 

Austria, 72 metric tons to Switzerland, 35.42 metric tons to Portugal, 29.11 metric tons to 

Estonia and 13.72 metric tons to Malta. 

Supply Chain Management: 

Supply Chain Management represents  the administration of the whole arrangement of 

creation, fabricating/changes, dissemination and advertising exercises by which a purchaser is 

provided with a coveted item. Production network administration incorporates the arranging 

and administration of all exercises associated with sourcing acquirement, transformation, and 

coordination’s administration. It likewise incorporates coordination and joint effort with 

channel accomplices, which might be providers, middle people, outsider specialist co-ops, or 

clients. Store network administration incorporates free market activity administration inside 

and crosswise over organizations [5]. Henceforth, store network administration is 

characterized as the outline and operation of physical, administration data and budgetary 

frameworks expected to exchange merchandise and enterprises from purpose of generation to 

purpose of utilization in a proficient and powerful way. The whole store network 

administration process is an esteem chain where bottlenecks, esteem including elements and 

obligation factors are recognized and tended to, in this way empowering the retail association 

to have a proficient production network. The supply is the piece of retail operations that 

guarantees that the correct item is in the ideal place, at the ideal time and at the correct cost. 

The store network point of view can enable the retailers to recognize unrivaled providers and 

wholesalers and help them to enhance profitability, which eventually cuts down clients costs. 

 
 

Figure Supply chain in Fruits and Vegetables industries. 

Processors: 

As specified above specimen ranchers are the main processors of crisp grapes into raisin. The 

ranchers come to Maharashtra for drying of grape sand raisin from Bagalkot and Belgaum for 

the reasons of high temperature of raisin which is appropriate for raisin planning, low work 

cost, close to cool stockpiling and close to showcase. The grapes are changed over into raisin 

by three techniques sun drying, oil drenching and sulfur fumigation strategy No one of 

processor decrepit sun drying technique since its rough strategy, they will do the drying, 

cleaning, arranging, evaluating and pressing. They will pack the raisin as 150 kg for every 

case. After transformation of raisin they would store in frosty capacity in Bijapur or 

Maharasarta when they get fulfilled in offering cost of raisin they would offer it in either 

Bijapur APMC advertise or heartland showcase. 

Road System and Transportation: 

India's foundation of streets, rails, ports and airplane terminals is the most defenseless piece 

of its inventory network nearness. India's streets comprise of 48,65,394 kilo meters of length 

of which 76,818 kilo meters were National Highways and 1,64,360 kilo meters were State 

Highways in 2011-12 (Source:- Ministry of Road Transport and Highways, December, 2013). 

In the two cases, nature of quite a bit of this Road arrange is sketchy as to unwavering quality 
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for present day transportation needs. While India's rail organize surpasses 66,000 kilometers, 

the third biggest in the World (Source: - Ministry of Railways, 2015), the best 66% are wide 

gage and old and a tremendous segment of the Railways are un-charged and single fixed to 

contrary with fundamental present day Rail Goods Transportation System  

Table: Ranking of India underway of products of the soil in India 

fruits India ranks 

apple 10 

banana 1 

lemon 2 

Citrus 

fruits 

8 

orange 4 

grapes 16 

mango 1 

papaya 5 

Pine apple 5 

 

4.0 Mapping value chain for raisin sub- sector: 

The esteem chain is the diagrammatic portrayal of various esteem chain on-screen characters 

working in the raisin and grapes subsector and stream of the deliver in the chain The guide is 

fundamentally organized in view of the information gathered frame esteem chain performers 

at the season of meeting and furthermore the data moved down the auxiliary data accessible. 

The key phases of significant worth chain have been spoken to in left half of the guide which 

is related with the ventures at each stage precisely on its right side.  

 

The development of the create in the guide is spoken to by utilizing bolt stamps and the 

skipped development or stream of deliver between two performing artists is spoken to 

utilizing spotted line with bolt check. In this raisin esteem chain delineate, exercises are 

likewise spoken to at the privilege gave side of the guide which are the organizations 

stretching out help to the performers in completing the reasonable capacities. development of 

the create in household and fare showcase is spoken to in the vertical direct and the 

performing artists in the channel are assigned by hexagonal boxes 

Maharashtra on India background: 

The state of Maharashtra remains at driving position with 46.60 thousand hectare region with 

72.36% offer in absolute region under grape development in India. Maharashtra delivered 

1.29 million MT new grapes and raisins with 76.92% offer in India. Karnataka (12.46%), 

Tamilnadu (4.98%) and Andhra Pradesh (3.12%) were other real grape developing states. 

Grape is a vital business organic product edit, which gets visit utilization of expansive 

number of agrochemicals, e.g. pesticides and so on all through the editing season for 

administration of different nuisances and sicknesses. At show, in India grape is become over 

a range of 60,000 ha with a yearly creation of 1.2 million tones Although correct figures are 

not accessible in regards to the present zone and generation of wine grapes in India, it is 
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evaluated that around 1200 hectares with yearly Production of 9.5milian liters. In 

Maharashtra and around 100 hectares close Bangalore in Karnataka are at present under wine 

grape development. Indian grape is under consistent examination of nature and wellbeing 

insurance offices around the world, as in India, the development of grapes gets visit use of 

vast number of pesticides and further, grape is generally devoured as crisp organic product in 

place frame with no handling. 

Increased productivity and export: 

It was found from assembled information that 70% of aggregate profitability increments in 

2016-17 than the past couple of years. Because of which tonnages of grapes for trade has 

been expanded up to 68%. On the off chance that grape generation and fare increments in 

light of present conditions with maintainability in quality parameters, at that point no one but 

India can encourage the world by 2050 with best quality table grapes.  

 

Table Agriculturist's Opinion on purposes behind decision of grape and raisin development and Export: 

Reasons Opinions (% 

 Male Farmers Female Farmers Exporters Exporters 

Availability of 

favorable Climatic 

Conditions 

65.52 20.21 10.27 4 

Taken From Father 

Legacy 

35 0 45 20 

Additional Source 

of Income 

55 25 18 2 

High yield 15 5 75 5 

Demand for Export 3 1 94 2 

To be independent 8 10 80 2 

 

 
 

Conclusion: 

Directly Indian wine industry is in an early stage, however it has kick begun just from 

Maharashtra, much stays to be seen at the national level The grape and raisin season at 

Maharashtra began from January to March. The tonnage of material increments with the 

seasons goes on. In 2017 the efficiency amid January March is around 502.54 tons. 

Regarding efficiency, the fare material is around 96.65% of aggregate profitability that is 

practically equivalent to 485.54tons. The inventory network administration in vegetables 

65.52

35

55

15

3

8

Opinions (% Male Farmers

Availability of favorable Climatic 
Conditions
Taken From Father Legacy

Additional Source of Income

High yield

Demand for Export
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must be enhanced in every one of the phases of the supply by receiving worldwide prescribed 

procedures away, bundling, dealing with, transportation All these activities will guarantee 

consistency in supply and give recorded and exhibited traceability of items will profit the 

agriculturists with great gainful cost and buyers with great quality deliver and furthermore 

will decrease the misfortunes brought about because of poor post-collect administration and 

subsequently guaranteeing sufficient supply to the buyers. 
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